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Food. Passion. Singapore.The words slide together to form an
undivided, ethereal sphere of importance by virtually everyone who lives
here. Indeed, when one discusses Singapore often the first things they
speak of, usually with elongated adjectives and breathy voices, is food. It
is a fundamental base to Singaporean culture; a common priority which
merges the remarkable diversity of this place into one, unified nation. It
holds people’s lives together. Food; such a simple word which, in
Singapore, means so much more than just what there is to eat.

For generations unknown culinary masters have plied the streets of
Singapore, cooking the food that defines this nation’s gastronomic
identity. But times have been changing here in recent years, with chefs
from the world over relocating to Singapore and beyond, bringing
cutting-edge cooking techniques, exotic ingredients and recipes from far
away. They are serving new foods in place of old. So when I recently

approached the Asian Food Channel’s Taste of the Philippines event with celebrity chef Bruce Lim I was unsure of what to
expect: would it be traditional food, or some kind of nuevo-filipino thing?

 The Asian Food Channel Studio 
I walked into the Asian Food Channel’s AFC Studio on the 7th floor of Orchard Central and
was immediately struck by its bright, colorful décor; a cheerful mix of green and yellow
tones, natural wood and sleek furnishings. Along one wall stretched a long, sleek
professional kitchen, with an oblong chef’s counter with two built in cook tops. The studio felt
at once welcoming, hip and cool, like the network of which it is a part. It was reminiscent one
of those modern yet homey coffee shops which beckon so many with their comfortable
interiors that say “just stay a while.” 

The celebrity chef
Chef Bruce Lim, host of Tablescapes: Life on a Plate, is a

large man. His toothy smile was infectious and genuine; his humility ingratiating. It’s no wonder
he found his way to celebrity chef status; his persona is larger than life. Yet is was immediately
apparent that he is a totally normal guy who ranks low on the self-importance scale. But what
about his cooking?

When Chef Bruce took the range it was clear that this would not be one of those kitchen sporting
events like have become so popular in the States. No slamming of pans, slapping of food on the
counter as if he didn’t even know what it was, or flinging spices to a boisterous “Bam!” No one
cheered when he added garlic, or fell into uproarious hooting and applause when he dropped
spicy chilies into the pan. Instead, it was a time to share his knowledge and skill with those really
interested. He treated each ingredient reverently; touching lightly, stirring carefully. It’s an attitude
which always makes food taste better.

New food vs. old food
Bruce Lim is one of a growing group of chefs who believe there is a rapid evolution of dining
habits occurring in the Philippines. Fewer people cook in, opting instead to go out. Flavor profiles are shifting to the foods of
elsewhere, with emerging generations seeking western tastes over the authentic foods of their homeland. “It’s a new form of
culinary evolution, artificially induced through mass media and globalization,” explained Chef Bruce. “Young people today are not
as interested in the traditions of family; they want something new and different.” And this is where he sees the challenge.

“I try to create new twists on traditional dishes so they are stylish and hip,” Chef Bruce
said while preparing a smoky banana heart salad, a dish which looked modern and
elegant but delivered flavors which would make even the trendiest Filipino gourmand’s
eyelids flutter with nostalgia. His two other dishes -- banana leaf-wrapped prawns with
mung bean noodles (pictured) and a neo-classic chicken adobo with padan rice --
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captured the beauty of simplicity in an inviting, stylish manner. The rich flavors
—subliminal remnants of their cultural heritage—sneak up on even the most progressive
diners, causing them to impulsively grab their iPhones and call home to mom. And that
is precisely the reaction this mild-mannered chef seeks.

Paying it forward
So I asked Chef Bruce why, as an American-born Filipino unfamiliar with his heritage for most of his childhood, he feels it so
important to cook Filipino cuisine in the Philippines. I mean come on, this guy studied at Le Cordon Bleu in London and worked in
many excellent California restaurants; he didn’t need to ditch it all to go cook local food in Manila. “I want to give something back
to the Philippines,” he answered softly, “and for me that meant helping to preserve the flavors of the county’s past.” He eyes
settled across the studio on his wife, Michelle, and after a pensive moment he added, “Ten years from now I want my little boy to
love the same food I love today. And if I can help preserve those flavors for the future then that’s what I want to do.”

And if that’s not the right reason for dedicating one’s life to cooking, I don’t know what is.  

A sample of Chef Bruce's new Filipino dishes with old flavors (left-right): smokey banana heart salad; chicken adobo with
padan rice; and banana leaf-wrapped prawns with mung bean noodles.

(photos by Kevin F. Cox)

If you enjoyed this article and would like to see more, please click "subscribe" above. Also bookmark Kevin's
website at http://kevinfcox.net for more articles, pictures and information.
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